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What we did

Night study room
Finally, as of Thursday, September 8, the white study room in the Economics Department is open again
from 8 a.m. to midnight, Monday to Sunday, until September 30. It has been closed at night and on the
weekends since February 2020. In this way, in addition to the night study room, we will also have one on
Sunday mornings.
We are already working on having it open from December, until 2 a.m.

Free circulation pass for public transport
The Board of Directors renewed the agreement with Trentino Trasporti for the free circulation pass until
2024, which allows UniTrento students to use public transportation (buses, coaches, trains, cable cars) in
the whole territory of the Province of Trento, for only €50 per year. This was not a foregone result, given
that this costs the University nearly 2 million.
In addition, this past year, we were able to extend the pass to students Expecting to graduate and to those
enrolled in a course at another University which gives access to UniTrento services. For info: Free
circulation pass.
But we're not stopping here: our proposal is to include bike sharing in the pass as well.

“Movida” in Piazza Dante
The Piazza Dante project continues until September 30: music on Fridays and Saturdays until midnight,
and on Wednesdays until 2 a.m. We have succeeded in creating a special nightlife area where residents
will not be disturbed, upgrading the station surroundings.
We have shown that Trento can be an active city in harmony with the residents. We are already working
together with the Mayor of Nightlife and the President of the Municipal Council to continue with the
project, even with the possibility of extending it to other areas of the city.

Bus 5/ in the summer
In past years, when the summer timetable came into effect on June 1, the 5/ was canceled and the
number of 5 buses decreased. But not this year! A�er much effort, in the summer timetable, the 5/ have
been maintained at the most critical times in the morning, and we managed to have more 5 buses added
in the a�ernoon.

Laptop on free loan
250 laptops are now available to be given on loan for use, of which 100 have been recently bought to be
added to the existing 150. Students of Bachelorʼs Degrees and “single cycle” Masterʼs degrees (5 years
programs), with ISEE up to 23,600€ (the threshold of the no tax area), can apply by September 12.
For info: Laptop on free loan.

Study room benches via Verdi
A�er months of requests, the benches in front of the CLA study room that had been removed due to the
Covid restrictions will be repositioned in the next few days: they will be ready again for the next study
break!

https://infostudenti.unitn.it/en/free-circulation-pass-town-and-out-town-public-transport
https://infostudenti.unitn.it/en/free-circulation-pass-town-and-out-town-public-transport
https://www.unitn.it/en/servizi/108257/laptop-on-free-loan-for-unitrento-students


Work in progress

Return (and arrival) to the University
Here we go! Together with the student associations, we are working to give you the best welcome back
(and welcome for freshmen), with weeks full of events, aperitifs, lectures, concerts and much more!

Measures to facilitate National voting
In anticipation of the National political elections, on September 25, we are requesting to suspend classes
on the 26th and guarantee them online on the 23rd and 27th, to make it easier for students to return
home. The Rector agreed, but now the Departments have the responsibility to apply the proposal, so
different solutions may be adopted.

Deals and discounts
We are working to renew conventions with the Santa Chiara Service Center and UniSpesa with Poli, and
to establish new conventions for electric scooters, with Conad and with Eurobrico.
Find the already active conventions here: Deals and discounts.

Quality questionnaires
Today, Monday 12, you will receive an email with a link to an anonymous questionnaire on the quality of
the University's services, to be completed before September 26. The survey allows you to identify areas
for improvement. The last question in each section is open for comments and/or suggestions. This is the
right opportunity to report disservices!

Psychological support
Thereʼs a constant increment of requests to access the psychological support program: in the Joint
Committee we approved a resolution for the adjustment and expansion of the service, now it will have to
go through the Senate and the Board of Directors. We are working hard to make this happen as soon as
possible.

Piedicastello student residence
Itʼs finally time for the construction of the new Piedicastello student residence, which will cost 31 million.
It will consist of 3 four-story buildings and will have 200 beds: 94 in double rooms, 12 in single ones,
including 10 for people with disabilities. It will also have 1 gymnasium, 2 recreation areas, 1 conference
room, 5 study rooms including 2 group rooms, laundry and a large bike storage room!
The student residence will have solar panels, a geothermal air conditioning system, water reuse systems,
and the construction will be done with materials with reduced environmental impact. As soon as the
executive design is finished, construction will take about 3 years.
It is a step toward solving the serious problem of housing shortage and rising rents.

P.S. As you can see, the representation is active and working for you! If you have any doubts or problems
you can contact your Departmentʼs representatives or the Studentsʼ Council, by email or on social media.

The President of the Studentsʼ Council
Edoardo Giudici

https://www.unitn.it/en/dealsdiscounts


The Studentsʼ Council

Who we are and what we do
The Studentsʼ Council (CdS) is the
upper body that expresses the
opinions and the political will of all
the students of the University of
Trento, by the means of Motions
and Opinions.
Here are discussed topics regarding
the community of the University of
Trento in general. Deputy delegates
are nominated and they work
together with their commissions on
each specific topic.
The Council elects its President, who represents all the students inside and outside our University, and
is a member of both the University Governing Board and the Provincial Coordination Committee.
You can find our Regulations, documents, and more details about the CdS on the dedicated section.

Current members of the Council
Federico Amalfa - CdS Vicepresident
Fiorella Bredariol - Associations and University life delegate, member of UniCittà
Enrica Brugnara - Member of the FormID
Emma Cabascia
Nicolò Capovilla Testa - Work delegate, Collegio Bernardo Clesio delegate
Alice Capra - Public transportation delegate
Carlotta Chiaramonte - Didactic delegate, member of the PQA, member of the FormID
Gabriele Di Fazio - University facilities delegate
Lorenzo Emer - Merit enhancement delegate
Edoardo Giudici - CdS President, member of the CdA, member of the Co.Pro.Co
Francesca Grassi - Member of the Academic Senate
Giorgia Lombardi - Studentsʼ welfare delegate
Michele Minniti - CLA delegate
Marta Pastrello - Equity and diversity policies delegate
Ginevra Perruggini - Secretary
Giovanni Poletti - University facilities delegate
Micaela Ruvolo - Internationalization delegate
Lisa Schivalocchi - Member of the Academic Senate
Petra Zatelli

Delegates without membership
Giulia Barozzi - Equity and diversity policies delegate
Sofia Carroccia - Legality and fight against the mafia delegate
Lucia Ori - Environmental sustainability delegate
Matteo Rizzi - Information technologies delegate
Giacomo Saroldi - Internationalization delegate

https://www.unitn.it/en/ateneo/1793/the-students-council

